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Water pollution is an important problem. Water contaminated with pollutants can affect the
consumption, life of aquatic animals and fishery. This article numerically studies the
pollutant concentration dispersions in a two-dimensional confluent river model which is
simulated from the river in Thailand. The effects of the inlet flow velocities of the canal,
inlet flow velocities of the river, and pollutant temperatures are taken into consideration. The
velocity field, pollutant concentration dispersion, and temperature distribution are obtained
by solving the continuity equation, momentum equations, heat transfer equation, and species
concentration equation for an unsteady state. The solution of these equations uses the finite
element method. The results indicate that an increase in the inlet flow velocities of both
channels increases pollutant emissions. It also can reduce the pollutant concentration at a
greater rate. A deposition of pollutant results from the inlet flow velocity of the canal being
too lower than that of the river. Meanwhile, the pollutant temperature can affect the pollutant
concentration when the inlet flow velocities of both channels are high. The suitable inlet
flow velocities of both channels are an important factor for removing pollutants in the
confluent river. The inlet flow velocity of the canal should be not too lower than that of the
river in order to avoid the deposition of pollutants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

model based on Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulations. The maximum pollutant concentrations of the
channel with grids, which were located in front of a pollutant
source, were lower than that of the channel without the grid.
These models were the simple model. Also, the complex
models have been studied such as the confluent river models
simulated from the terrain. Biron et al. [10] numerically
studied the mixing of pollutants at the river confluences. The
three-dimensional model was calculated based on RANS for a
steady state flow. Bradbrook et al. [11, 12] studied the mixing
and flow in a three-dimensional confluent river model based
on the standard time-averaged Navier-Stokes equation.
However, these researches studied the pollutant released from
through the inlet line of the channel. Radu et al. [13] studied
the pollutant dispersion in a two-dimensional confluent river
model simulated from the Danube River. The pollutant
dispersions of pollutants were similar. The pollutants
deposited at the river confluence. The effects of temperature
on the pollutant concentration dispersion have also been
studied. Tsydenov et al. [14] studied the phenomenon of the
thermal bar in lake and the propagation of pollutant from a
river based on the finite volume method for unsteady state. The
thermal bar can affect the pollutant concentration dispersion in
the river. Lopes et al. [15] studied the hydrodynamics and
water quality (DO and temperature) by different discharges
and two levels of the water withdrawal. Moreover, they
studied the available habitat for three fish species. The change
in DO concentration and temperature was associated. Vassilis
et al. [16] studied and verified the phenomena of water
temperature and DO concentration in a one-dimensional lake

Water pollution has many negative effects on life and the
environment. It has been caused by human activities, such as
waste water emissions from industry, agricultural practices,
and the leakage of pollutants from transportation [1, 2]. Also,
water temperature influences the environment [3]. The
standard of waste water quality from industrial factories of
Thailand is designated that the wastewater temperature should
be less than 40 °C, acidity (pH) should be between 5.5 and 9,
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) should be less than 20
mg.L-1, Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) should be less than
120 mg.L-1, and sulfide concentration should be less than 1
mg.L-1 [4].
There have been many studies about water pollution in the
water source. Pimpunchat et al. [5] studied a one-dimensional
mathematical model for river pollution and the effects of
aeration on the degradation of pollutant. Park and Seo [6]
studied the pollutant in the open channel flows using the twodimensional non-Fickian particle dispersion model. This study
used step-by-step arithmetic calculations instead of using
Fick’s law. Shams et al. [7] studied the flow and the sediment
transport and deposition in a three-dimensional river model
based on the finite volume method. The result indicated that
most particles deposited near the inner bend of the river. Li et
al. [8] studied the water quality in the estuary by simulation.
The Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) and Dissolved Oxygen
(DO) concentrations were higher in the surface layer than in
the bottom layer. Gualtieri [9] studied the pollutant
concentration dispersion in the two-dimensional channel
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model varying with depth for an unsteady diffusion equation
based on the finite element method. The maximum
temperature and DO concentration were at the water surface.
However, the maximum pollutant concentration was not at the
water surface because the density of the pollutant is higher
than the density of the water [17]. Removing or diluting the
pollutant concentration can be done by adding a neutralizing
agent or purified water into the water sources [18-20].
This article studies the effects of the inlet flow velocities of
the canal, inlet flow velocities of the river, and pollutant
temperatures on the confluent river. The confluent river model
was simulated from a part of Chao Phraya River in Thailand.
The density of pollutants such as dimethyl sulfide is lower than
the density of the water. Therefore, the pollutant concentration
dispersion was considered at the water surface. Petrescu and
Sumbasacu [21] studied the pollutant concentration dispersion
in the Upper Olt River using two-dimensional depth averaged
finite element hydrodynamic numerical model. Their results
were compared to the measurement data. Their model is
suitable for solving the water pollution problems. Moreover,
in this study, the pollutant concentration dispersion results are
verified with the results of Gualtieri which were calculated
using Multiphysics 3.4TM modeling package. Therefore, the
continuity equation, momentum equations, heat transfer
equation, and species concentration equation for an unsteady
state were solved numerically using the finite element method.
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The heat transfer equation and the species concentration
equation for an unsteady state. The diffusion coefficient is
constant. These equations can be written as Eq. (4) and (5).
The heat transfer equation
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This article studies the effects of the inlet flow velocities of
the canal, inlet flow velocities of the river, and pollutant
temperatures on the velocity fields, pollutant concentration
dispersions, and temperature distributions. The numerical
model is simulated from the Chao Phraya River, Thailand. The
dimethyl sulfide is chosen as pollutant for this study. Its
diffusion coefficients for temperature during 5 - 30 °C are in
the range 0.8-1.6 × 10-9 m2.s-1 [22]. The pollutant of 1 mg.L-1
are emitted into the canal for 8 hours. The two-dimensional
confluent river model, boundary conditions, and measured
lines (1, 2) are illustrated in Figure 1.

(a) Boundary conditions, and measured lines (1, 2)

2.1 Governing equations
The continuity equation, momentum equations, heat
transfer equation, and species concentration equation for an
unsteady state are solved numerically using the finite element
method in the two-dimensional model. The assumptions of this
study are:
(1) The water and pollutant do not react to each other.
(2) The characteristics of fluid flow are turbulent and
incompressible.
(3) There is no phase change of the fluids.
The effects of the inlet flow velocities of the canal, inlet
flow velocities of the river, and pollutant temperatures are
considered. The continuity equation and momentum equations
for an unsteady can be written as Eq. (1)-(3).
(b) Equations of the boundary conditions
The continuity equation
Figure 1. Geometry of confluent river model
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This research investigates the velocity fields, pollutant
concentration dispersions, and temperature distributions in
two-dimensional model of the confluent river by analyzing the

The momentum equations
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effects of the parameters. The boundary condition equations
were illustrated in Figure 1(b). Moreover, the boundary
conditions applied to the wall of the model are non-slip of fluid
flow, non-heat flux and non-molar flux. Also, an initial
temperature value of 27 °C and an initial pollutant
concentration in the water of 0 mol.m-3 are applied to the
surface of the model.
In the effects of the inlet flow velocities of the river, these
velocities are 0.014, 0.035, and 0.056 m.s-1. These water
velocities are the approximate water velocities in the Chao
Phraya River, Thailand.
In the effects of the inlet flow velocities of the canal, these
velocities are 0.0074, 0.011, and 0.015 m.s-1. These water
velocities are modified to study the effects of them on the
water velocity in the river. The inlet flow velocities of the
canal of 0.011 and 0.015 m.s-1 are lower and higher than the
inlet flow velocity of the river of 0.014 m.s-1, respectively.
Moreover, the water released at the inlet of both channels is
considered that it is the pure water (temperature of 27 °C and
pollutant concentration of 0 mol.m-3).
In the effects of the pollutant temperatures, these
temperatures are 30, 50, and 70 °C. The temperature of
wastewater from industry in Thailand is designated that should
be less than 40 °C, which the pollutant temperatures of 30 and
50 °C are approximately different from it. Moreover, the
pollutant temperature of 70 °C is much higher than the
wastewater temperature.

An investigation of mesh independence found 24,530
elements consisting of 19,783 triangular elements and 4,747
quadrilateral elements. The maximum element size is 16.3 m
and, the minimum element size is 0.0485 m (Figures 2 and 3).

3. VALIDATION
The pollutant concentration dispersion results are verified
with the study results of Gualtieri by comparing the maximum
pollutant concentration at each point in the x-axis. In this
comparison, the results are similar for points near the pollutant
source. For points away from the pollutant source, the results
are different, which may be caused by the properties of
substances and incomplete information of initial and boundary
conditions. The comparison of the maximum pollutant
concentration dispersion results is illustrated in Figure 4.

2.2 Numerical procedures
The governing equations are solved numerically using the
finite element method (FEM) via COMSOL MultiphysicsTM to
demonstrate the velocity field, pollutant concentration
dispersions, and temperature distributions [23].

Figure 4. Comparison of the maximum pollutant
concentration dispersion results
4. RESULTS
4.1 Velocity fields
The effects of the inlet flow velocities of both channels can
affect the velocity fields in the confluent river. The water
velocity of the river increases with the inlet flow velocities of
both channel, especially with the effect of the inlet flow
velocity of the river. A higher water velocity occurs near the
left bank of the river. The water velocities of the river
measured at the line 2 are illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 2. Investigation of mesh independence

(a) Effect of the inlet flow velocities of the canal
Figure 3. Finite element mesh based on computational model
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(b) Effect of the inlet flow velocities of the river

(b) Water velocities of the river measured at the line 2

Figure 5. Water velocities of the river at the measured the
line 2

Figure 7. Water velocities affected by the pollutant
temperatures with the inlet flow velocity of the canal of 0.011
m.s-1 and inlet flow velocity of the river of 0.056 m.s-1

(a) Effect of the inlet flow velocities of the canal
Figure 8. Water velocities, measured at the line 1, affected
by pollutant temperatures with the inlet flow velocity of the
canal of 0.015 m.s-1 and inlet flow velocity of the river of
0.056 m.s-1
The pollutant temperatures slightly affect the water velocity
of both channels (Figure 7). However, the pollutant
temperature of 70 °C can increase the water velocity near the
top bank of the canal due to higher temperature difference. It
also increases the water velocity of the river. Moreover, the
pollutant temperature can affect the water velocity with greater
effect when the inlet flow velocities of both channels increase
(Figure 8). However, the inlet flow velocities of both channels
are the significant parameter which can affect the water
velocity of both channels.

(b) Effect of the inlet flow velocities of the river
Figure 6. Water velocities of the canal measured at the line 1
The water velocity of the canal increases with the inlet flow
velocity of the canal obviously. The water velocity near the
top bank of the canal decreases with the inlet flow velocity of
the river, whereas the water velocity near the bottom bank of
the canal increases with the inlet flow velocity of the river.
This is because the water of the river flows into the canal near
the top bank of the canal. The water velocities of these
phenomena are illustrated in Figure 6.

4.2 Pollutant concentration dispersions
The inlet flow velocities of both channel significantly
influence the pollutant concentration dispersion. The water of
the canal is contaminated by the pollutant. They flow together
in the canal to the river. At a river confluence, the pollutant
deposits due to a collision of the water. In the river, they are
affected by the inlet flow velocities of both channels as
mentioned in Section 4.1. In the first period, an average
pollutant concentration ratio increases during the first 8 hours.
Then, it begins to decrease because the pollutant emissions
was stopped. In the general case, an increase in the average
pollutant concentration ratio is greater at higher inlet flow
velocity of the canal in the first period. This is because the
higher inlet flow velocity of the canal can induce more
pollutant from the pollutant source. However, it can send more
pollutant into the river. Therefore, a decrease in the average
pollutant concentration ratio is greater at higher inlet flow
velocity of the canal in the last period. Moreover, the higher

(a) Water velocities of the canal measured at the line 1
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inlet flow velocity of the river can remove more pollutant. A
quantity of the remaining pollutant in the river at the same time
are lower at higher inlet flow velocity of the river (Figure 9).
The average pollutant concentration ratios are illustrated in
Figure 10. However, there are two cases that do not follow the
general case mentioned above. These average pollutant
concentration ratios varying with time are different from the
general case in some period time.

(a) Effect of the inlet flow velocities of the canal

Figure 9. Pollutant concentration dispersion affected by the
inlet flow velocities of the river of (a) 0.014 m.s-1, (b) 0.035
m.s-1, and (c) 0.056 m.s-1

(b) Effect of the inlet flow velocities of the river
Figure 11. Average pollutant concentration ratios (the inlet
flow velocity of the canal is higher than the inlet flow
velocity of the river)

(a) Inlet flow velocity of the river of 0.035 m.s-1

Figure 12. Comparison of the maximum pollutant
concentrations

(b) Inlet flow velocity of the canal of 0.011 m.s-1
Figure 10. Average pollutant concentration ratios
In the first different case, the inlet flow velocity of the canal
is higher than the inlet flow velocity of the river, where the
inlet flow velocity of the canal is 0.015 m.s-1, and the inlet flow
velocity of the river is 0.014 m.s-1. This induces more pollutant
in the canal to the river. Therefore, this can decrease the
average pollutant concentration ratio, in the first period, to be
lower than 0.00016 that diverges from the others (Figures 11
and 12).

Figure 13. Pollutant concentration deposition at the river
confluence at 52 hours
In the last different case, the inlet flow velocity of the canal
is too lower than the inlet flow velocity of the river, where the
inlet flow velocity of the canal is 0.0074 m.s-1 and the inlet
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flow velocity of the river is 0.056 m.s-1. This is worse to induce
the pollutant to the river as observed in the results of the water
velocities in the canal at the measured line 1. The pollutant
deposits at the river confluence (Figure 13). Therefore, the
average pollutant concentration ratio increases when the
pollutant arrives at the river confluence (Figure 14).

The pollutant temperatures slightly affect the pollutant
concentration. Although, the pollutant dispersion are affected
by the diffusion coefficients of the pollutants depended on the
temperature, which mentioned in Section 2. Figure 15 shows
a similar result of the average pollutant concentration ratio.
This is because this river model is too large to be affected by
the diffusion coefficient. Moreover, the pollutant temperature
can affect the water velocity with greater effect when the inlet
flow velocities of both channel are higher. Therefore, it
indicates that the inlet flow velocities are mainly the
parameters which can affect the pollutant concentration
dispersion.
4.3 Temperature distributions
The highest maximum temperatures are equal to the
pollutant temperatures. Fig. 16(b) shows that a decrease in the
maximum temperature is greater at lower pollutant
temperature. This is because the pollutant temperature
increase associates with the pollutant increase. Moreover,
Figure 16(a) and 16(c) also associate with the behavior
described in section 4.2. The decrease in the maximum
temperature is greater when the inlet flow velocity of the canal
is higher than the inlet flow velocity of the river. Also, the
decrease in the maximum temperature is lower when the inlet
flow velocity of the canal is too lower than the inlet flow
velocity of the river. The trend of the results still follows the
results mentioned above, although the pollutant temperature is
increased. The effects of the inlet flow velocities of both
channels on the maximum temperatures are illustrated in
Figures 16 and 17.
The variation in temperature distribution pattern conforms
to the variation in pollutant concentration dispersion pattern
(Figure 18). Also, the phenomena of the increase or decrease
in the maximum temperatures are similar to the phenomena of
the average pollutant concentration ratios as mentioned above.

(a) Average pollutant concentration ratios

(b) Maximum pollutant concentration ratios
Figure 14. Effects of the inlet flow velocity of the canal
which is too lower than the inlet flow velocity of the river

(a) Inlet flow velocity of the river of 0.014 m.s-1
(a) Inlet flow velocities of the river of 0.014 m.s-1

(b) Inlet flow velocity of the river of 0.056 m.s-1
Figure 15. Effect of the pollutant temperature on the
average pollutant concentration ratios

(b) Inlet flow velocities of the river of 0.035 m.s-1
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(a) Pollutant concentration dispersion
(c) Inlet flow velocities of the river of 0.056 m.s

-1

Figure 16. Maximum temperatures affected by the inlet flow
velocities of the canal

(b) Temperature distribution
Figure 18. Comparison of the pollutant concentration
dispersion and the temperature distribution
5. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Inlet flow velocities of the canal of 0.0074 m.s-1

This article numerically studies the effects of the inlet flow
velocity of the canal, the inlet flow velocity of the river and
the pollutant temperatures in the two-dimensional confluent
river model based on the finite element method.
The water velocity in the river increases with the inlet flow
velocities of both channels, especially with the inlet flow
velocity of the river. The water velocity in the canal increases
with the inlet flow velocity of the canal. Besides, the inlet flow
velocity of the river increases the water velocity at the bottom
bank of the canal, but decreases it at the top bank of the canal.
However, the pollutant temperature can slightly affect the
water velocity.
In the first period, the increase in the pollutant concentration
is greater at higher inlet flow velocity of the canal. However,
the decrease in the pollutant concentration is also greater at
higher inlet flow velocities of both channels in the last period
after stopping the pollutant emissions. Some cases are
different from these phenomena. In the first different case, the
inlet flow velocity of the canal is higher than the inlet flow
velocity of the river. This makes its maximum pollutant
concentration ratio decrease. In the last different case, the inlet
flow velocity of the canal is too lower than the inlet flow
velocity of the river. This makes the pollutant deposits at the
river confluence, and its maximum pollutant concentration
ratio increases higher than the others. The pollutant
temperatures can slightly affect the pollutant concentration
dispersions. Therefore, in this research, the higher inlet flow
velocities of channels are suitable for removing the pollutants
in the water, especially when the inlet flow velocity of the
canal higher than it of the river. Moreover, the inlet flow
velocity of the canal being too lower than the inlet flow
velocity of the river should be avoided.

(b) Inlet flow velocities of the canal of 0.011 m.s-1

(c) Inlet flow velocities of the canal of 0.015 m.s-1
Figure 17. Maximum temperatures affected by the inlet flow
velocities of the river
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The temperature results conform to the pollutant
concentration ratio. The trends of the maximum temperature
are similar to the results of the effects of the inlet flow
velocities of both channels on pollutant concentration.
Although, the pollutant temperature is increased. The
maximum temperature increases with the pollutant
temperature. However, the pollutant temperature cannot affect
the average temperature in the whole model.
The obtained results are beneficial for analysis of removing
the pollutant out of the water source. The suitable water
velocities at the inlets are the important factor for removing it.
The pollutant temperature can slightly affect the water velocity
and the pollutant concentration because the model is too large.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
cp
C
D
h
k
p
S
T

u
v

heat transfer area of surface, m2
specific heat, J. kg-1. K-1
pollutant concentration, mol.m-3
diffusion coefficient, m2.s-1
convective heat transfer coefficient,
W.m-2.K-1
thermal conductivity, W.m-1.K-1
pressure, Pa
pollutant concentration at the pollutant
source, mol.m-3.s-1
temperature, °C

velocity of fluid in x-axis, m.s-1
velocity of fluid in y-axis, m.s-1

Greek symbols


density of fluid, kg.m-3

Subscripts
avg
max
0
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average
maximum
Initial value of boundary condition

